
ABTT Awards

1) They will  have attained substantial successful professional experience of
both practice and achievement in WHAM Design
2) They will have predominantly worked in the presentation of live
performance in places of entertainment: i.e. on theatre, dance, musical or
opera productions in performing arts venues or on theatrical experiences in
non-conventional spaces.
3) Their practice will have provided evidence of appropriate methodology in
progressing ideas, research and development for the styles and narrative of
the design(s).
4) Their practice will have provided evidence of collaborative contributions
with other live entertainment creatives and performers to realise collective 
production concepts. This would usually be with the director and stage, 
costume and  lighting designers. 
5) They will have created and realised cast specific designs that helped the
performers to fully embody their characters in response to analysis of a script
or score.

Job Title/ Role of Supporter: Contact email of Supporter:

Submission Guidelines: This form is a guideline and information should submitted via email but can take the form of multiple
documents as long as they are submitted in one email to admin@abtt.org.uk. Videos should be submitted via WeTransfer upload.

Nominator Name: (self nomination welcome)

Nomination statement: (Please address each point within the criteria. This statement can be submitted in writing or in video format.
This should be no more than 500 words and can be submitted as a separate document.)

ABTT Award for WHAM Design 
Nomination Form 
The ABTT Award for WHAM Design seeks to celebrate the role of specialists in 
their field and the creative contribution they make to the  production process. 
The practices we wish to acknowledge include explorations of innovative uses 
of materials, tools and techniques as well as successful  design methodologies 
that demonstrate diverse, inclusive and sustainable approaches to the WHAM 
discipline. 

Criteria of Award:

Email:

Contact Number:

Contact Details for Nominee:

Name:

Admin
Cross-Out



ABTT Award for WHAM Design 
Nomination Form 

Supporter 2 Name: Job Title/ Role of Supporter: Contact email of Supporter:

Please include below any supporting documents which illustrate why you have made this nomination. This could be links to the nominees 
LinkedIn/ website, videos relating to their work/ press items relating to the individual if any:  

Please 'X' box, if you are sending additional information to support your nomination separate to this form.
 Please advise what else should be included in the email to ensure nothing is missing. 

If you have any questions or access requirements please do contact us and we will be happy to assist.

Supporting Statements:

Please provide a minimum of 2 supporting statements. 

These can be from peers, colleagues or employers and should be no 
more than 250 words.

Supporting statement 2: 

Supporter 1 Name: Job Title/ Role of Supporter: Contact email of Supporter:

Supporting statement 1: 
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